
PLANNING  
IMMERSIVE SPACES

SOUND EXPERIENCE. With over 40 years 
experience of critically acclaimed audio 
performance, NAD offers the difference between 
functional audio (as heard in a shopping mall) and 
emotionally engaging high-resolution sound in 
and around your new space.

TALK TO US. After decades of specialised A/V 
custom installation, we still hear comments from 
those who are disappointed that they did not plan 
for their entertainment needs. Tell us about your 
plans, even if the budget doesn't stretch right now, 
we have options to install speaker placeholding 
hardware and specialised cabling for future use. 
We can guide you with pre-wiring and other vitally 
important things you didn't know to ask.

IDEAS. Please read on for inspiration and ideas 
on what's available to transform your building 
project into an entertaining and immersive space.

Maximise your investment and avoid disappointment on 
your next project.
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ZONE AMPS
Small in size, but surprisingly powerful, these zone 

amplifiers allow for several placement options. Locate them 

where needed or hidden in cabinetry, they use modern 

amplification technology to offer enough power to breathe 

life into your space.

Whether your source is a high resolution streaming or hand 

held device, Smart TV or a more traditional component, 

like a turntable, these zone amplifiers are ideal to power 

in-ceiling, in-wall or even satellite speakers combined with 

a subwoofer. They offer a richer sound experience of your 

favourite music, movie or TV series binge.

Pre-wire now for the 
future
If budget or other constraints 
mean you aren't ready to 
install speakers just yet, we 
can help with 'place-keeping' 
hardware at a fraction of the 
price. This will prepare your 
space during the pre-wire 
process until the time is right.

BZ68BC Frame/Grill shown

BluOS™ is a complete premium 
multi-room audio ecosystem 
that manages multiple 
music sources and playback. 
Adopted by some of the most 
renowned hi-fi audio brands 
and integrated with numerous 
smart home control systems, 
BluOS offers distributed audio 
solutions for every lifestyle, 
from Hi-Fi enthusiasts to the 
Digital music lover.
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D3020 V2

Don't let the small form factor 
fool you! NAD's popular D3020 
is powerful enough to sound 
great with in-ceiling, in-wall 
or even a subwoofer / satellite 
system.

• 2 x 30w HybridDigital™ 
amplification

• aptX Bluetooth music streaming

• MM Phono input for turntables 

• Optical and coax digital inputs, 
analogue inputs

• Subwoofer output | Preamp 
output (full range)

• Headphone output

• Wireless remote

D3045

A big brother to the D3020, 
with Apple Airplay, ARC 
for Smart TV audio and a 
substantial upgrade in power 
for the most demanding of 
spaces.

• 2 x 60W HybridDigital™ 
amplification

• Two-Way Bluetooth, powered by 
Qualcomm aptX HD audio

• HDMI audio return channel

• Coax and optical input

• MM phono and line input

• Subwoofer output | Preamp 
output (full range)

• Separate internal headphone 
amplifier

• Wireless remote

CI 720 V2

Either hidden in cabinetry or 
grouped with multiple units at 
a central location, the powerful, 
CI 720 streaming amplifier can 
be expanded to up to 64 zones. 
Just add speakers and enjoy!

• 2 x 50W HybridDigital™ amplifier 

• BluOS enabled offering high-
resolution streaming 

• Apple AirPlay2

• Rack mount option or key hole 
mounting 

• Subwoofer out

• Analogue audio, digital optical 
and USB inputs

• Thermostatic fan cooling

• Reliable hardwired network 
connection

TIP Even the simplest of systems can be made more discrete and offer improved performance with a little planning.  
Placing cabling 'behind the scenes' for in-wall or in-ceiling speakers during the building process is both cost-effective 
and elegant.
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MULTI-ZONE 
AMPS
Instead of multiple amplifiers being placed around your 

space, one powerful custom-install designed multi-zone 

amp system does it all!

Whether you’re simply wanting music in multiple areas or a 

concert performance in every space, it is all possible with 

the right system design and amplification.

NAD’s multi-zone amplifiers are available from 4 to 

16-channels and come with NAD’s legendary amplifier 

performance. 

Pre-wire now for the 
future
If budget or other constraints 
mean you aren't ready to 
install speakers just yet, we 
can help with 'place-keeping' 
hardware at a fraction of the 
price. This will prepare your 
space during the pre-wire 
process until the time is right.

BZ68BC Frame/Grill shown

BluOS™ is a complete premium 
multi-room audio ecosystem 
that manages multiple 
music sources and playback. 
Adopted by some of the most 
renowned hi-fi audio brands 
and integrated with numerous 
smart home control systems, 
BluOS offers distributed audio 
solutions for every lifestyle, 
from Hi-Fi enthusiasts to the 
Digital music lover.
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CI-580 V2

Unleashing the power of BluOS 
across 4-zones, this is the 
latest version of NAD’s award-
winning multi-zone streamer.

• 4 Stereo zone BluOS enabled 
source component

• Works with Apple AirPlay2 
(multiple-zones)

• Single digital and analogue audio 
input

• Doorbell override

• Fixed or variable line output

• System interrupt

• 1U rack chassis

• 1 ethernet connection for all 
zones

• USB input

• Uses standard network protocols

• Ideally partnered with NAD’s 
multi-channel power amplifiers 
options, starting with the CI 980

CI-980

A 4 zone (8 channel) amplifier 
matching the CI 580 V2 
streamer.

• 8 x 50W @ 8 ohms all channels 
driven

• 8 x 60W @ 4 ohms all channels 
driven

• <0.05% x THD/IM distortion

• Bridgeable to 100W 

• Global input allows each zone 
the option of using the local 
dedicated input or being 
combined with other zones

• Three power modes: trigger, auto 
sense, front panel switch

• Independent level controls for 
each channel

• Thermostatic forced air cooling

• Designed to drive low impedance 
speakers and long wire runs

• 2U rack space | rack mount ears 
included

CI 16-60 DSP

For those with many spaces 
requiring high quality sound. 
We have you covered with 
this 8 zone (16 channel) single 
component amplifier.

• 16 x 60 Watts @ 8/4 ohms all 
channels driven

• Custom web application  
manages DSP calibration, 
IP control and more

• Exceptionally low distortion

• Three power modes: trigger (5V – 
30V, AC or DC), auto sense, front 
panel switch

• Independent level controls for 
each channel

• Thermostatic forced air cooling

• Rack mounting, hardware 
included

*Final product specification to be 
confirmed

8-CHANNELS 16-CHANNELS

TIP When considering multiple entertainment spaces, many are misguided by the best of intentions, suggesting that wireless 
products be used after the build is complete. This is not always correct and with simple planning before walls and ceiling 
go up, a well-designed cable infrastructure can greatly improve performance, reliability and network security.
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PREMIUM 
MULTI-ZONE 
NETWORK AMPS
Offering cutting-edge amplification technology, 

unapologetically designed for those spaces demanding the 

absolute best performance from distributed audio systems. 

While hidden from view, the engineering is such that, 

regardless of the distance from the equipment to the 

speakers in the room, you’ll extract every ounce of 

performance from the music or soundtrack source.

Regardless of the quality of the electronics, speakers or 

source, the space itself can sometimes be the weakest 

link. DSP technology allows each space in and around 

your home to be bespoke ‘tuned’ for optimal performance. 

DSP technology and the skill of a professional installer 

means you unlock the full potential of your audio system.

Pre-wire now for the 
future
If budget or other constraints 
mean you aren't ready to 
install speakers just yet, we 
can help with 'place-keeping' 
hardware at a fraction of the 
price. This will prepare your 
space during the pre-wire 
process until the time is right.

BZ68BC Frame/Grill shown

BluOS™ is a complete premium 
multi-room audio ecosystem 
that manages multiple 
music sources and playback. 
Adopted by some of the most 
renowned hi-fi audio brands 
and integrated with numerous 
smart home control systems, 
BluOS offers distributed audio 
solutions for every lifestyle, 
from Hi-Fi enthusiasts to the 
Digital music lover.
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CI 8-120 DSP

This new design is like having 4 high-
performance NAD Amplifiers in one component. 
It is network controlled which allows the 
installer to configure and calibrate to extract 
every ounce of performance.

• 8 Channels x 120 Watts @ 8 ohm

• Bridgeable to 4 channels x 200 Watts @ 8 ohm

• Renowned NAD sonic performance and effectively 
handles long cable runs and difficult speaker loads

• Custom web app manages DSP calibration, 
IP control and more

• Dual global inputs/outputs

• 1U rack height

• 0.5W standby mode, 3W network standby

• 12V trigger in; IR in/out

• Auto Sense Turn-on

CI 8-150 DSP

Class-leading amplification in a smaller form. 
This premium level multi-channel amplifier 
offers performance in class of its own.

• 8 Channels x 150 watts @ 8 ohms

• Bridgeable to 4 channels x 300 watts @ 8 ohms

• NAD's HybridDigital nCore amplifier delivers 
unmatched sonic performance

• Platform accessed through IP control

• Custom web application manages DSP calibration, 
IP control and more 

• Effectively handles long cable runs and difficult 
speaker loads

• Dual global inputs/outputs

• 2 x optical and 2 x coax inputs

• Only 2U rack space height

8-CHANNELS | 120watts | DSP 8-CHANNELS | 150watts | DSP

TIP When considering multiple entertainment spaces, even at the highest level of performance these multi-zone amplifiers 
can still benefit from some forethought and planning. With ideas of how you want to live in your new space and the skill 
of an installation professional their premium performance is assured.
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PREMIUM HOME CINEMA
Home Cinema amplifiers offering critically-acclaimed Music Streaming, Surround Sound performance and bespoke 
tuning of your audio-visual space.

T758 V3i

Award-winning performance doesn’t have to break the 
bank with the T758, now with BluOS and Apple Airplay 2.

• 7 x 60W (110W x 7 FTC) Continuous Power into  
4 or 8 Ohms, all channels driven

• Exceptionally low distortion at only <0.05%THD (Full Power)

• 4K UHD + Dolby Atmos

• High-Res BluOS enabled

• Dirac Live advanced room calibration

• MDC (Modular Design Construction) for future upgrades

T778

With 9.2 channels and support for nearly every 
audio format known, this is the heart and soul of a 
high-performing A/V system. 

• 9 x 85 Watts FDP (Full Disclosure Power), all channels 
driven or 165 Watts IHF Dynamic Power at 8 Ohms and 
280 Watts at 4 Ohms

• 4K UHD + Dolby Atmos

• Hybrid digital amp technology

• TFT touch screen and improved ergonomics for user-
friendly operation

• High-Res BluOS enabled network streaming

• Dirac live room correction

• MDC (Modular Design Construction) for future 
upgrades, including 8K video

• 3U Low profile rack-mountable chassis

Contact us for more information

TIP Considerations for your media space include 
commonly used seating positions, screen location 
and size and pre-planning for the specialised 
video, data and multiple speaker cables for the 
ultimate in immersive spaces.

nadelectronics.co.nz
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